Course: Teacher as Scholarly Practitioner

The information on this website is organized as follows:

A. Course Overview, Syllabus and Information Folder

At a Glance. Includes general information which should be considered in deciding whether or not to offer the course such as usual delivery format, course description & goals, brief content outline, required texts/materials, instructional style.

Course Syllabus. Contains all of the information included in the “At a Glance” document with additional detail.

B. Course Notebook and Handouts Folder
This folder includes
   • a recommended organization of the notebook (list of tab titles and outline of notebook contents)
   • some of the handouts (or lists of articles) which should be included in the notebook (but are not included in the section folders).

C. Course Semester Assignments and Handouts Folder
This folder includes
   • a recommended schedule for the semester-long portion of the course
   • assignments for the semester long portion of the course
   • course documents for the semester long portion of the course

D. Helpful Hints from Past Instructors Folder
Contains a document listing questions addressed to past instructors about the course and the responses they provided.

E. Conducting Action Research Projects Folder
Contains table of contents and handouts for the semester students conduct their action research projects and write their action research papers.